
Week 4 of Shelter-in-Place
Complete. Saving Lives vs Saving

Jobs.

Sunday, April 12, 2020

To All Financial Journey Partners Clients, 

It is Sunday afternoon and the fourth week of shelter-in-place is
nearly complete in Silicon Valley. It was nice to finally see the sun
this weekend. We noticed more people out, keeping their
distance, but taking walks, bike rides and driving around.

Since the shelter-in-place orders have started, Scott has gone to
the four different Safeway grocery stores around the area for
grocery shopping. He has found the inventory level has varied
store by store, day to day, and week to week, yet he was still able
to find everything he needed.

Since most of the stores have the inventory stocked at night, there
is normally better inventory in the mornings. Early Sunday
mornings seem to be the least busy time to shop. We noticed the
mitigation factors are becoming stronger when going to the
grocery store.

They currently include:

Limiting the number of people in the store
Encouraging everyone to stay 6 feet apart in the store and
at the checkouts
Putting one-way traffic flow down the aisles
Most people wearing face masks and gloves
An employee washing down the carts outside the store prior
to customers touching them

The process used at the grocery stores may be a guide for other
businesses to use when it is time to start reopening.
 

Financial Journey Partners is Here to Help You

We are all here working hard every day to help our clients.

Just a reminder that our office is open since our business falls
under the exemptions. Scott is in the office each day to ensure
that we process the mail, checks and forms so that everything is
done in a timely manner.

The team works remotely with calls rolling over to their cell phones
and daily check-ins for virtual staff meetings.

Give us a call if you need any help and if you find you have family
or friends who could use our help during a challenging time like
this, please let us know.
 

The Great Toilet Paper Shortage – Mystery Solved – Maybe

The great toilet paper shortage continues. Scott found a few
packages in one grocery store this week, but most store shelves
are emptied of toilet paper.

If the manufacturers are still making the same amount of toilet
paper, then why are the shelves still empty? Maybe people are

filling their closets with it. A recent article1 seems to have the best
explanation yet. 

In the toilet paper market, the margins are relatively thin, the
demand is relatively stable and the capital expenditure for all the
equipment is very high. So, the production lines run at full
capacity under normal times.

The toilet paper market is split into two mostly separate segments:
commercial and consumer. The toilet paper is significantly
different for these markets. The toilet paper for the commercial
market is thin and relatively coarse and the toilet paper for the
consumer market is thicker and softer. Some manufacturers make
toilet paper for only one of the markets.

Due to shelter-in place, people are spending much more time at
home, where consumer toilet paper is used, and away from
businesses and restaurants where commercial toilet paper is
used. Georgia Pacific, a large paper manufacturer, estimates that
there could be a 40% increase in consumer toilet paper and

similar reduction in commercial toilet paper2.
 

Saving Lives – An Update on the Coronavirus

The good news is that with all the mitigation factors being used,
the curve of new cases is flattening for the entire world, the US
and California. See the graphs below of the number of cases as

of Saturday, April 11. 3

 
Even though these numbers are staggering and change daily, the
actions taken by people in California make the percent of deaths
lower than many places in the US and around the world.

In local news:

The Santa Clara County shelter-in-place order has been
extended to May 3, 2020.
Public schools will remain closed and will finish the school
year with distance learning.
Santa Clara County Public Health Department sent out a text
to all residents asking that all extra personal protective
equipment must be given to the them.
IRS is reporting that deposits from The CARES Act will
begin arriving this week and the IRS expects to start issuing

paper checks the week of May 4.9

 
The US Federal Reserve Still to the Rescue

The Federal Reserve has continued their massive bond buying
program that has been called “Quantitative Easing (QE)
unlimited.” Their goal is to support the bond and stock markets by
buying treasury bonds and for the first time, corporate bonds and

even lower rated bonds considered high yield bonds4.

The Federal Reserve has now purchased $1.771 billion in bonds

since March 11, 2020. See the Federal Reserve Balance Sheet5

below.

  
Saving Jobs – Congress and the Federal Reserve

There have been bold moves taken by Congress and the Federal
Reserve to help people by helping the economy and saving jobs.
Programs include:

$8.3 billion Coronavirus Supplemental, for tests and
vaccines and to support local governments
$3.5 billion Families First Coronavirus Relief Act, relief for
businesses and individuals
$2.2 trillion The CARES Act to help individuals, small
businesses and large businesses
$1.7 trillion bonds purchased by the Federal Reserve Bank
in the past month
$2.3 trillion Federal Reserve program of financing for

businesses and revenue-pinched governments6.
Senate is proposing adding $250 billion more to the

Paycheck Protection Program for small businesses7.
There is some talk in Congress of additional stimulus
packages

 
Where do we go from here?

The good news is that the curves for new cases around the world
are starting to flatten. Now there is more talk about the next phase,
which is starting to reopen businesses.

Different areas around the world are taking different approaches.
Norway, Denmark and Austria plan to start reopening a few
schools and businesses in April, and if things go well will open

more in May8.

Countries around the world will be watching their progress
carefully. It seems like our local area in Santa Clara County is still
planning the shelter-in-place orders to continue a little while
longer, based on the mitigation steps outlined above.

While we think the curve is flattening for the virus, we think the
problems with businesses may be just beginning. The longer the
shelter-in-place continues, the more stress it puts on businesses,
possibly causing business closures and loss of jobs.

While we saw a rally in the stock market the past few weeks, we
think the market may have gotten a little ahead of itself, and as we
go into earnings season during the next month, we could see
some renewed weakness in the stock market. 

We are taking a balanced approach with client accounts, not too
cautious, not too much risk. We are keeping an eye on the
market closely every day.

We will all get through this together and we are working hard to
help everyone navigate these unprecedented times.

If there is anything we can do to help, or you just want to talk, give
us a call.

We hope everyone stays healthy and safe.

Elaine, Scott and Linda

_______________________
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